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ABSTRACT: For the past five decades, use of steel portals with precast tilt panel
cladding has been a common practice for construction of industrial buildings throughout
New Zealand. The portals are expected to carry roof loads as well as resisting lateral
forces. It is generally thought that panels function as both part of cladding for the
building and lateral support resisting seismic forces.
Following the Canterbury earthquakes, cracking of the tilt panels and spalling of concrete
around the connections has regularly been observed. In some cases panel cleat failure has
resulted in loss of support of the panels, resulting in the panels being thrown out-of-plane.
However, there appears to have been no observed tensile failure of the panel reinforcing
that has been sufficient to result in the collapse of the cladding panels.
This paper presents a summary of observed and predicted (by Time History Analysis)
damage, following the Canterbury earthquakes for this particular building system. The
Ground motion recorded from Heathcote Valley Primary School (HVSC) during the
February 22nd Christchurch earthquake has been used for the Time History Analysis of a
typical portal frame warehouse structure with concrete cladding panels attached.
Results indicate that the ground shaking recorded at Heathcote Valley Primary School
during the February 22nd earthquakes was sufficient to yield the reinforcing in precast
concrete cladding panels. Panels with rigid attachments (such as return walls) were more
likely to have yielded the ductile reinforcing such that a risk of reinforcing fracture would
be present. Panels attached to flexible portal frames appear to have been protected from
the ground shaking by the long period response of the portals. A significant factor in
determining the potential damage to the reinforcing is the strain length. This strain length
is difficult to ascertain for lightly reinforced panels and a sensitivity assessment has been
used to represent the risk of fracture.
1 INTRODUCTION
After the Christchurch earthquakes Batchelar McDougall Consulting Ltd (BMC) were involved in
undertaking building assessments which included typical portal frame structures supporting precast
concrete cladding panels.
Many of the cladding panels had cracked and it was typical for the panels to exhibit a yield line failure
pattern to varying degrees.
BMC were asked to provide a suitable repair strategy for the damaged panels. Options that existed
were:•

Panel Replacement,

•

Epoxy injection of the cracks,

•

Provision of secondary support.

In assessing the options, full panel replacement was often impractical, epoxy injection did not attend
to the possibility of damage to the reinforcing, therefore secondary support, often in the form of
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horizontal girts, was suggested as the most practical repair option.
The potential damage to the reinforcing was however difficult to assess. Initially after the earthquake
it was hoped to have the opportunity to be able to extract and test reinforcing at the location of
significant cracks in order to determine the extent of strain damage that may have occurred to the
reinforcing. This opportunity, however, did not eventuate and we remained uncertain.
It was therefore decided to undertake a non-linear time history analysis of a typical portal frame
warehouse structure with concrete cladding panels attached. The intention of the time history analysis
was to investigate the plastic strain demand (post elastic stretch) that may have occurred to the
reinforcing in the panels under face loading.
2 TYPICAL OBSERVATIONS
Observation showed that cracking to precast panels was widespread and that damage to the
connections had also occurred. In a few instances panel connections had failed and panels fell from
buildings. However, no visual evidence of reinforcing stretch or fracture was observed.

Photo 1: Upper half of the panel is spanning
horizontally resulting (for this case) in widespread
vertical cracking.

Photo 2: Example of typical residual
crack in a panel.

Photo 3: Instances of panel collapse and stability
concerns occurred.

Photo 4: Concrete crack (1.0-1.5mm)
ready to receive repair by epoxy injection.

3 THE PORTAL FRAME STRUCTURE
3.1 The Structure
A portal frame warehouse building with concrete cladding panels was sized for analysis.
The structure, which is represented in Figure 1 and Figure 2 below, consists of:•
•

310ub46 portal frames with fixed base connections and spaced at 8.0m centres.
150mm thick precast panels attached to the portal at the portal knee and column mid height.
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Figu
ure 1. (a) Buillding model, (b) extruded view

Figure 22. Structura
al section

The anallysis of the structure was undertaken using SAP2000 V14.1.0.
To makee allowance for the structure being continuous along its len
ngth the secttion propertiies of the
portal fraames were reeduced by haalf.
The periiods of vibraation for both
h the portals frames with panels attacched and preccast panels only
o
were
calculateed and are prresented in Table
T
1.
Table 11. Calculated
d Periods

Fulll system. Portals with precast
p
panelss.

1.00 s

Thhe period of the
t precast paanels (excludding the actio
on of the porrtal frames).

0.34 s

3.2 Pan
nel material properties
The seleected materiaal properties are
a presentedd in Table 2.
Table 2.. Material Prroperties

Cooncrete comppressive stren
ngth, f’c.

30 MP
Pa

Steeel yield strenngth (increassed by 1.1 foor the effectiv
ve yield stren
ngth).

550 MP
Pa

For the purpose of this
t
paper th
he reinforcinng has been assumed to be seismic reinforcemeent to the
requirem
ments of AS/N
NZS 4671 Steel Reinforccing Materiaals and thereffore able to aachieve 10%
% uniform
elongatioon. This is not
n consisten
nt with the m
mesh used in
n the older bu
uildings but has been sellected for
the analyysis to both avoid includ
ding the ducctility implicaations of usiing hard draw
wn wire messh and to
provide an indicationn of how currrent materialls would be expected
e
to perform.
p
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3.3 Panel ultimate strength
A reinforcing content considered to be consistent with the observed reinforcing contents was selected.
This was 663 mesh (As = 205mm2/m width). It should be noted that this is area of steel is
considerably less than the current requirements of NZS 3101 Concrete Structures Standard.
Table 3. Flexural Strength

Mult

8.2(kN/m/m width)

3.4 Panel cracking moment
The cracking moment of the 150mm panel has been calculated and presented in Table 4 below. The
calculation is based on equation 1 below from clause 6.8.3 of NZS3101 Concrete Structures Standard
=

(1)

A range for the modulus of rupture (fr) has been selected. The average value uses 0.6 √f’c while the
upper bound has been calculated using √f’c.
Table 4. Panel Cracking Moment

fr
(MPa)

Mcr
(kN/m/m width)

Average value.

3.29

12.33

Upper bound.

5.48

20.54

3.5 Panel strength vs. cracking moment
Due to the lightly reinforced nature of the panels the tensile strength of the concrete provides a
bending strength that is 1.5 – 2.5 above the strength offered by the reinforced section. This would
encourage the crack to be localised as a single crack. This would potentially limit the effective plastic
hinge length and therefore focus the steel strain over a short length.
Therefore, the strain penetration is likely to be dominated by the debonded length of the reinforcing
rather than by the distribution of flexural cracking.
4 TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS
4.1 Description of selected ground motion (HVSC S26W)
The ground motion recorded from Heathcote Valley Primary School (HVSC) during 22nd February
2011 Christchurch earthquake (GeoNet Strong Motion Database. 2011. GeoNet.) has been used for the
nonlinear dynamic (time-history) analysis. This ground motion was selected as several portal frame
warehouses in close proximity (Port Hills Road) had suffered significant panel damage. It was also a
ground motion that was considered likely to significantly ‘test’ the panels.
From the two recorded orthogonal components, the component with the higher acceleration level
HVSC S26W has been selected. It is assumed that the ground motion acts perpendicular on the
building in the transverse direction to produce the most severe case. Figure 3Error! Reference
source not found. shows a plot of ground motion from HVSC S26W.
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Figure 3.. Ground mootion record from
f
HVSC S
S26W. The time
t
of maxim
mum responsse at t = 14.0ss is shown
dotted.

4.2 Moodelling of poortal framess
The porttal frames were
w
sized to
o be flexible and thereforre achieve th
he maximum
m drift of 2.5
5% when
designedd to NZS 1170.5 Earthqu
uake Actionss. As the frrames were expected
e
to rremain elasttic during
the analyysis no non-llinear hingess were addedd.
4.3 Moodelling of panels
The pannels are an ellastic elemen
nt and a messh layout, ass shown abov
ve in Figuree 4, was geneerated by
SAP. No allowance within the mesh
m
has beenn made for post
p elastic non-linear ressponse.
nel, were the yield line crack is exp
pected to
A nonlinnear rotationnal spring at the top edgge of the pan
initiate, hhas been addded and is deescribed in seection 4.5 below.

Figgure 4. Non-liinear shell eleement in SAP
P2000 for outt-of- plane act
ction

4.4 Desscription of link element connection
n panel to po
ortal (L4-7)
The linkk connectionn between the panels andd the portal frames is a linear elemeent which is free and
flexible to rotate andd translate in
n each directtion. The ax
xial deformattion of the liink was neglected by
inputtingg a large vallue for the ax
xial stiffnesss. There aree four of thesse links connnecting each
h panel to
the portaals (L4-7). The
T locationss of the links are shown in
n Figure 2 an
nd Figure 4 aabove.
4.5 Desscription of nonlinear liink element (rotational spring)
The postt elastic respponse of the panels
p
is moodelled with a nonlinear link elementt which is a two
t
node
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nel. As noted above, it iis the only ellement in
nonlineaar rotational spring locateed at top edgge of the pan
the paneel that has nonlinear behaaviour.
As show
wn in Figure 4 above, th
he link is loccated at the top
t end of the panel in the region where
w
the
highest stresses and bending mo
oments durinng out-of-plane action can
c be expeccted. The liink has a
length of 150mm annd an equivallent momentt-rotation plo
ot of a 2m height strip oof the panel in
i out-ofplane loaading.
The nonnlinear springg has a Takeeda hystereticc model (Tak
keda et al. 1970) which is commonly
y used to
model pplastic hingees in reinforrced concrette beams. The model takes into account the strength
degradattion as shownn in Figure 5a
5 below.

Figure 55. (a) Typicaal Takeda hyssteresis after Carr (2005), (b) Moment--Rotation ploot for the link
k element

The limiiting steel strrain has been
n selected ass ɛsu = 0.025
5. As the pan
nel is lightlyy reinforced, concrete
crushingg does not occcur and the steel
s
strain liimits the avaailable curvatture ductilityy.
5 OBSE
ERVATION
NS OF TIME
E HISTORY
Y OUTPUT
TS
5.1 Pan
nels attached
d to flexible portals
5.1.1 D
Deflection Proofile (Flexiblle Portals)

Figure 6. Yield
Y
and max
ximum deflecction profiles for panels atttached to flexxible portals

Both proofiles in Figgure 6 show a hinge at the midspan
n of the pan
nel. This woould be expected for
deflectioons beyond yield,
y
with th
he rotation inn the deflectiion profile being indicatiive of a plasttic hinge.
The hingge observed at yield is ex
xpected to b e caused by the discontinuity betweeen the stiffneess of the
cracked panel (beingg a function of
o the yield oof the reinfo
orcing steel) and
a the stiffnness of the uncracked
u
ncrete). The same yield pprofile is observed in
panel (being a functiion of the tensile strengtth of the con
Figure 8 for the rigiddly attached panels.
p
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5.1.2 Plastic Hinge Rotations (F
Flexible Porttals)

Figure 7. Moment
M
– Rottation Hysterresis responsee of panels atttached to flexxible portals

Inspectioon of the hyysteresis loop
ps shows thaat there werre 4 cycles that
t
were exp
xpected to ex
xceed the
yield rottation capacitty of the pan
nel.
The maxximum hingee rotations ob
bserved weree +0.00952 and
a -0.01173.
5.2 Pan
nels attached
d to Rigid Elements
E
5.2.1 D
Deflection Proofile (Rigid Attachment)
A

Figure 8. Yield and maximum
m
defl
flection profilles for panels with rigid atttachment.

The defllection profille of the rigid
dly attached panels indicates a high ductility
d
dem
mand on the panels.
p
5.2.2 Plastic Hinge Rotations (R
Rigid Attachm
ment)

Figure 9.. Moment – Rotation
R
Hyssteresis response of panels with rigid atttachment
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ps shows thaat there weree 12 cycles that
t
were exxpected to ex
xceed the
Inspectioon of the hyysteresis loop
yield rottation capacitty of the pan
nel.
The maxximum hingee rotations ob
bserved weree 0.05654 and -0.0482.
6 DISC
CUSSION AND
A
COMM
MENTS
6.1 Flexxible and Riigid Panel Support
S
It is appparent that thhe panels atttached to fleexible portal frames have been subjeected to sub
bstantially
smaller dductility dem
mands that th
he same paneels attached to rigid elem
ments (such aas return walls). It is
expectedd that this beehaviour is caused
c
by thhe flexible, longer
l
period
d, portals pro
rotecting the cladding
panels frrom the grouund shaking.
It is also possible that
t
this beh
haviour coulld be peculiar to the neear fault effe
fects (high frequency
f
vibrationns) associateed with the selected
s
grouund shaking records. Lo
onger period ground shak
king may
place a hhigher demaand on the panels. In tim
me we anticiipate that wee will test thhe panels with longer
period shhaking whichh would be associated
a
wiith earthquak
kes located at
a some distaance from thee effected
building.
6.2 Reiinforcing Strrain Deman
nd
The straiin demand onn the reinforrcing, as a ressult of the cy
yclic loading
g, could be a cumulative extension
e
in tensioon due to thhe lack of compression
c
loading on the reinforcing. It is therefore co
onsidered
appropriiate to considder the cumu
ulative strainss developed during both positive
p
and negative rottation.
The resuults, for the rigidly attacched panel, hhave been plotted in Fig
gure 10 beloow as the strrain path.
This shoows the totaal strain of 0.04882
0
(4.99%). The 10
0% uniform elongation required in AS/NZS
4671(2001) is also plotted as a reeference.

Figure 10. Straiin demand ba
ased on cyclicc loading bein
ng equivalentt to monotoni
nic loading, i.ee. no
com
mpressive strains

6.3 Craack size
The maxximum crackk size is considered to have occurrred during the final cyccle of loadin
ng and is
directly pproportionall to the strain
n.
The totaal strain at thhe end of thee final plastiic cycle is calculated to be equal to 0.04882. The
T strain
length iss the effective plastic hinge length (1550mm). Theerefore the pllastic stretchh in the bar iss 0.04882
times 1550 which is equal
e
to 7.32
2mm. At thhe concrete surface
s
the associated maaximum cracck size is
thereforee in the orderr of 14mm.
However, the residual crack sizee is likely to be consideraably less thaan this due too the panel teending to
return too its straight position (peerhaps due inn part to in-p
plane loading
g). From thiis analysis th
he plastic
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pth crack in th
the order of 7mm.
7
extension of the reinforcing woulld be expecteed to visible as a full dep
he field. Typ
pical flexural
al cracks in th
he panels
Flexural cracks of thhis size have not been obbserved in th
n part, be duue to the link
k element
appear too have been limited to a maximum oof 1-2mm. This may, in
being moodelled at thhe top edge of
o the panel w
which would
d reflect the maximum
m
crrack size at the
t top of
the paneel and may also
a
be overrestimating tthe displacem
ments. Conssideration w
would be given to the
appropriiate location of this link in further moodelling.
6.4 Straain Penetration
A criticaal factor in thhe calculation of the straiin demand on
o the reinforrcing is the eeffective plasstic hinge
length. As noted preeviously, thee wall sectionns tend to bee lightly rein
nforced with the cracking
g moment
significaantly exceediing the mom
ment capacityy of the rein
nforced sectio
on. Therefoore, strain peenetration
through distribution of flexural cracking maay not occur. The primaary remaininng mechanism
m for the
strain peenetration is debonding of the reinfo
forcing bar from
f
the con
ncrete. The extent of debonding
would deepend on whhether the barrs are deform
med or round
d, and is conssidered to be difficult to calculate.
c
Thereforre, the follow
wing plot in Figure 11 haas been calcu
ulated to represent the seensitivity of the
t strain
demand relative to thhe depth of strain penetraation.
he critical
Figure 11 shows thatt if 10% strain is consideered to be thee point of reiinforcing fraacture then th
nels and 15m
mm and for th
he panels
effectivee plastic hingge lengths arre 75mm forr the rigidly attached pan
attachedd to flexible portal
p
framess.

F
Figure
11. Sttrain Demand
d vs. Effectivee Plastic Hing
ge Length, Leeff

7 CON
NCLUSIONS
S
With connsideration to out of plan
ne actions, thhe earthquake of 22nd Feebruary 20111 developed sufficient
ground sshaking to yiield the reinfforcement wiithin precast concrete pan
nels.
The riskk of post elaastic strain damage
d
to thhe reinforcing appears to
o be significaantly affecteed by the
flexibilitty of the suupporting strructure. Forr panels that are attacheed to flexiblle steel porttal frame
structurees, this paperr indicates th
hat the flexibble portal fram
mes protect the
t panels froom significaant plastic
demand,, while panells that are riigidly supporrted, by otheer panels forr instance, exxhibit a mucch greater
risk of being exposedd to significaant plastic strrains.
s
calculaations is thee effective leength of the plastic hing
ge, or the
A criticaal considerattion in the strain
strain peenetration aloong the rein
nforcing. Rootational hing
ge calculatio
ons in this paaper are bassed on an
effectivee hinge lengtth of 150mm
m. There is a substantiall risk that the effective hhinge length could be
much lesss than this and
a also the accurate
a
calcculation of an
n effective hinge length iis difficult (eespecially
for lightlly reinforcedd sections). A sensitivityy study was therefore
t
carrried out. Thhe results ind
dicate that
for a hinnge length off 75mm the panels
p
rigidlyy supported would be at risk of reinfo
forcing failurre and for
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panels connected to a flexible frame the critical hinge length would be much less at 15mm.
When reflecting on the results of this time history analysis and the correlation that may exist with
actual observations it is notable that inspections:•

Did not observe any significant post elastic behaviour of the steel portal frames (except for
some damage to the concrete encasing often provided for fire rating purposes).

•

Did not observe any fracture of panel reinforcing.

•

Did observe significant flexural cracking of panels supported both by flexible frames and rigid
return walls.

•

Did observe that damage to panel connections was often more severe at the junctions with
rigid return walls.
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